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In computer-aided education, the goal of automatic feedback is to provide a meaningful explanation of students’ mistakes. We focus on providing feedback for constructing a deterministic finite automaton that accepts
strings that match a described pattern. Natural choices for feedback are binary feedback (correct/wrong) and
a counterexample of a string that is processed incorrectly. Such feedback is easy to compute but might not
provide the student enough help. Our first contribution is a novel way to automatically compute alternative
conceptual hints. Our second contribution is a rigorous evaluation of feedback with 377 students. We find
that providing either counterexamples or hints is judged as helpful, increases student perseverance, and
can improve problem completion time. However, both strategies have particular strengths and weaknesses.
Since our feedback is completely automatic, it can be deployed at scale and integrated into existing massive
open online courses.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Both online and offline, student enrollment in computer science courses is rapidly increasing. For example, enrollment in introductory computer science courses has roughly
tripled at Berkeley, Stanford, and the University of Washington in the past decade
[Patterson 2013]; in addition, computer science is the most frequently taken massive
open online course (MOOC) subject online [New York Times 2012; Jordan 2014]. With
a thousand students in a lecture hall, or tens of thousands following a MOOC, standard
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approaches to providing individualized feedback do not scale. However, students need
appropriate guidance through specific feedback to progress and overcome conceptual
difficulties.
Our focus in this article is on the problem of deterministic finite automata (DFA)
construction. DFAs are a fundamental topic in computer science education. Besides
being part of the standardized computer science curriculum, the concept of DFA is
rich in structure and potential applications. It is useful in diverse settings such as
control theory, text editors, lexical analyzers, and models of software interfaces. We
focus on providing feedback for assignments in which a student is asked to provide a
DFA construction corresponding to a regular language description.
One way to provide feedback is to use techniques of statistical machine learning.
Using training data, incorrect solutions are categorized into known classes of mistakes.
This method is general but requires annotations. For automata, and similar domains,
there is an opportunity to use fully automated and potentially more accurate methods
based on formal analysis of the solution. This is the approach that we focus on in this
work. Thanks to the closure and decidability properties of DFAs, it is simple to check
whether a student solution is a correct one and output a binary (correct/incorrect)
feedback. Going a step further, if the solution is incorrect, one can produce a short
counterexample on which the student solution does not perform correctly (e.g., “Your
DFA accepts the string ab but the correct DFA doesn’t”). Such procedures are used for
producing feedback in current state-of-the-art tools [Rodger and Finley 2006]. Although
counterexamples are very helpful, they do not suggest how to fix the student’s solution,
and at times, this can lead the student to fix the solution in a wrong way. In particular,
the student might treat the counterexample as a special case on which the solution
does not work rather than try to generalize it to the actual mistake. In many cases,
the student may benefit from a hint on how to fix the solution rather than a specific
counterexample (e.g., “Check the transitions out of state 3”).
The first contribution of this article is a new technique for automatically generating
high-level (conceptual) hints for student DFA constructions. Our new algorithms for
generating feedback build on recent techniques developed for automatic grading [Alur
et al. 2013]. These grading algorithms can identify the type of student mistake; we
translate them into readable feedback. In some cases, this is as easy as generating
a counterexample, although in other cases it requires more complex paraphrasing
techniques to go from succinct logical representations to English. For example, using
the DFA edit difference proposed in Alur et al. [2013], we can generate feedback of
the form You need to change the acceptance condition of one state, for a solution in
which one final state is missing, or a sentence like Your solution accepts the language
{s |‘ba’ appears in s at least twice} for a solution that accepts a different language from
the one in the assignment. These new feedback techniques can be easily adapted
to many other problems in theory of computation, including non-DFA and regular
expressions.
At a high level, our approach proposes novel techniques for detecting different types
of mistakes and translating them into explanatory feedback. We distinguish semantic
mistakes, which likely are due to a misunderstanding of the problem, from syntactic
mistakes, which likely are due to incorrectly expressing a semantically correct solution. Accordingly, our system generates different types of hints that either describe
conceptual mistakes of the given solution or offer pragmatic feedback on what kind of
syntactic edits have to be performed. Similar types of feedback can be applied in many
other domains, including programming problems [Singh et al. 2013], and geometric
constructions [Gulwani et al. 2011; Itzhaky et al. 2013].
The second contribution of the article is a comprehensive study of the effectiveness
of feedback in the process of learning DFA constructions. We compare two state-of-theart techniques, binary (correct/incorrect) and counterexample-based feedback, as well
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as our new hint-based feedback system. These techniques could be combined into a
comprehensive policy. We separate them in our study to learn about the utility of each
in isolation. Our techniques are embodied in an online tool,1 where students can submit
automata and receive tailored feedback. To understand if feedback techniques help
students become proficient in automata construction, we carried out a field experiment
with 377 participants from two introductory theory of computation courses. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study on effectiveness of any kind of feedback in DFA
constructions.
Based on our results, we conclude that both counterexample-based feedback and our
new hint-based feedback are more effective than binary feedback in students’ learning
process. Students receiving feedback need less time to solve problems and persevere
longer on optional practice problems. We thus believe that feedback is effective in learning DFA concepts. At a high level, we did not observe any significant difference between
counterexample-based feedback and our new hinting technique. However, when looking at individual problems, we can observe how both techniques have distinct benefits.
Whereas counterexamples are helpful in understanding simple syntactic mistakes, our
hints are helpful in identifying conceptual mistakes for which a single counterexample
is not sufficient.
Finally, we deployed our tool and made it available online. The tool was used by a
third university not involved in our study. Survey responses show that students and the
teacher were enthusiastic, and the teacher expressed his interest in using it in future
offerings of the course. Other institutes have adopted the tool in their courses. Since
our feedback is completely automatic, we believe that our tool is ready to be deployed
at scale and integrated into existing MOOCs so that it can reach tens of thousands of
students.
Beyond the domain of DFAs, this article provides a classification of different types
of feedback along with examples of how this approach may generalize. Our evaluation
design, which combines required and optional problems to investigate both student
performance and perseverance, can also serve as a template for conducting online
experiments on feedback techniques. We hope that these contributions provide helpful
guidelines for evaluating the effectiveness of automated personalized feedback, which
is increasingly used in a wide variety of large online courses.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Intelligent Tutoring Systems

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) aim to emulate the efficacy of personal, one-on-one
tutoring, a gold standard of teaching techniques. ITSs often adopt two major functions: first, they guide students through a curriculum by selecting or suggesting which
problems a student should work on; second, they provide feedback and assessment
on individual problems [VanLehn 2006]. This article focuses on the task of providing
personalized feedback and evaluating how different feedback strategies (binary, counterexample, and hint) compare to each other in terms of effectiveness. In the following,
we describe how our contributions fit with respect to each component of an ITS.
2.1.1. Task Selection. Task selection uses student models that attempt to capture and
describe student knowledge [Koedinger et al. 2006; Mitrovic et al. 2001]. Some ITSs
support automatic problem generation to enrich the pool of tasks from which to select.
The techniques vary a lot in this setting and are often problem specific [Ahmed et al.
2013; Singh et al. 2012; Andersen et al. 2013].

1 Tool

available at http://automatatutor.com.
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Our system does not employ any automatic task selection, and in this work we do
not generate problems automatically—students decide which problem they work on.
Our tool could in principle generate new problems and solutions, but we decide to
concentrate on a set of manually selected problems to better evaluate the feedback
techniques without spreading the data over many different problems.
2.1.2. Feedback and Assessment. In a typical ITS, feedback is provided at each step
or even substep produced by the student while attempting a solution. In contrast, in
computer aided instruction (CAI), feedback is only shown after a complete solution
has been submitted, by matching against a set of manually predefined answers and
associated correction strategies [Conati 2009].
Providing useful hints and feedback requires models specific to each problem domain.
ITSs typically categorize errors beforehand and associate feedback with them—this
might be possible to do for some well-studied procedural problems such as addition or
subtraction [Ashlock 1986; VanLehn 1992]. CAIs, on the other hand, categorize the set
of possible solutions rather than the set of possible mistakes and then provide feedback
on this finite set of solutions.
In the case of automata problems (which belong to the conceptual domain, where
there is no set procedure to follow), students can submit infinitely many possible solutions, and the categorization of solutions needs to be done at the error level. Although
this can be easily done for binary and counterexample feedback, the task is harder
when dealing with more conceptual feedback. In this article, we introduce a new automatic feedback technique for the domain of automata construction that is able to
propose personalized hints based on the student mistake. Our system has features of
both ITSs and CAIs. As in CAIs, feedback is generated at submission time, and it is
solely based on the current submission, not on a student’s history. On the other hand,
the instructor only has to provide one representative solution. Our system is capable of
automatically comparing the student’s attempt against a larger class of solutions and
providing personalized feedback. In this aspect, our system is closer to an ITS.
Policies determine how to progress through different types of feedback—importantly,
the overall goal is to get a student to solve problems without aid later on. Giving
solutions away does not contribute to this goal. Our tool tries to produce feedback that
is helpful but does not give away the solution. In our work, we evaluate different types
of feedback independently—binary (correct/incorrect), pointing out a specific problem
(counterexample), and hinting at solutions. These techniques could be combined into a
comprehensive policy. We separate them in our study to learn about the utility of each
in isolation. Similar types of feedback can be applied in many other domains, including
programming problems [Singh et al. 2013] and geometric constructions [Gulwani et al.
2011; Itzhaky et al. 2013].
Some prior work has studied the effects of different feedback strategies. For example,
in the context of geometry and algebra problems [Anderson et al. 1995; VanLehn 2011],
when feedback is delayed to a student’s submission, different feedback types do not
affect learning in terms of assessment outcomes, but they affect solution speed and
engagement in the course. We observe similar results in our study in the DFA domain.
Minimal feedback has been shown to cause student frustration [Razzaq and
Heffernan 2006; Gallien and Oomen-Early 2008]. Our study yields a similar result:
binary feedback, which is clearly insufficient in indicating why the student’s attempt
is wrong, was judged to be most confusing.
2.1.3. ITS Evaluation. Several guidelines have been proposed for evaluating the effectiveness of ITSs [Shute and Regian 1993; Mark and Greer 1993], and the evaluation in
this article follows them. Typically, the evaluation is divided into internal (regarding
the robustness of the tool) and external parts (regarding the effectiveness of the tool
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on learning). In terms of internal evaluation, we analyze which feedback the students
perceive as less confusing and more helpful. For external evaluation, we measure the
average grade of students receiving each type of feedback.
2.1.4. Applications. Many tutoring systems have focused on various aspects of computer science, such as LISP programming [Anderson and Reiser 1985] and SQL queries
[Mitrovic 1998]. Recent work on automatic feedback generation for programming assignments in Python [Singh et al. 2013] shares similarities to our own approach in
terms of goals and the use of synthesis techniques for implementation. We next review
prior work specific to automata education.
2.2. Automata Education

There are several strategies for teaching automata and other formalisms in computer
science education. Our system is the first one to provide students with personalized
feedback that differs from binary and counterexample feedback.
Alur et al. [2013] provide a method of autograding automata, assigning partial credit
based on an analysis of the type of problem the students’ DFA exhibits. Grades by this
system are comparable to those of expert human graders. However, their system does
not provide any rationale for the assigned grade to the student, limiting its utility as a
learning tool. We build directly on their work to generate feedback.
The main other existing tools for teaching DFA constructions are JFLAP, FLUTE,
and Gradiance. JFLAP [Rodger and Finley 2006] allows students to author and simulate automata—it is widely used in classrooms. Instructors can test student models
against a set of input strings and expected results. Recently, JFLAP was equipped with
an interface that allows students to test their solution DFA on problems for which they
only have an English description of the language [Shekhar et al. 2014]. To do this, the
student writes an imperative program that matches the given language description,
and if this program is not equivalent to the student’s DFA, JFLAP tries to automatically produce a counterexample. FLUTE is an ITS for formal languages [Devedzic and
Debenham 1998]. It focuses on guiding students through a set of concepts through an
appropriate plan. Gradiance2 is a learning environment for database, programming,
and automata concepts. It focuses on providing tests based on multiple-choice questions. These tools either do not support a way for drawing DFAs or do not have a
high-level representation of a problem and can therefore not provide feedback about
the conceptual problems with a student’s submission.
Other tools are available for problems related to DFA constructions. In ProofChecker
[Stallmann et al. 2007], students prove the correctness of a DFA by labelling the
language described by each state: given a DFA, the student enters “state conditions”
(functions or regular expressions) describing the language of each individual state.
The system generates all strings up to length n + 2 for an n-state DFA and checks
whether the condition of the final state for each string is satisfied. In DeduceIt [Fast
et al. 2013], students are asked to solve assignments on logical derivations. DeduceIt is
then able to grade such assignments and provide incremental feedback. Visualizations
such as animations of algorithms or depictions of transformations between automata
and equivalent regular expressions exist [Braune et al. 2001]. These systems focus on
different problems that do not support the problem of constructing DFAs corresponding
to a given language.
In general, the number of controlled experiments of automata teaching tools is very
limited, and to the best of our knowledge, no prior work tackles the effectiveness of
feedback in learning automata constructions.
2 http://www.newgradiance.com/.
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3. TYPES OF FEEDBACK IN AUTOMATA CONSTRUCTIONS

Three general strategies exist for presenting feedback [VanLehn 2006]:
(1) Binary feedback that indicates whether a student’s solution is correct or not
(2) Error-specific feedback that points out what is wrong
(3) Solution-oriented feedback that suggests strategies for addressing an error.
In this section, we discuss different approaches to operationalize these feedback strategies for the domain of automata construction. Our study later compares the impact of
showing feedback associated with these different approaches.
3.1. Binary Feedback

This is a yes/no message that tells the student whether the DFA does or does not meet
the input specification (type 1).
3.2. Counterexample Feedback

A counterexample is a specific string on which the student DFA does not meet the input
specification. Counterexamples are one instance of pointing out what is wrong (type 2).
For example, the first-attempt DFA in Figure 1 accepts the string ababab, whereas the
correct solution does not. Most DFA learning tools in this case would provide a feedback
of the following form: Your DFA accepts the string ‘ababab’ but the correct DFA does
not. Counterexamples enable students to trace the behavior of their DFA symbol by
symbol on this string and can thus help to identify the origin of a mistake.
3.3. Descriptive Hint Feedback

A hint is a descriptive message that tries to help the student’s conceptual understanding of a problem. Hints can either describe how a student’s provided solution is
incorrect (type 2) or may describe strategies that can be applied to correct mistakes
(type 3). Based on a review of common teacher feedback in homework assignments from
previous automata courses, we developed three new types of hint feedback. Although
counterexamples can be considered a particular type of hint, we observed that teachers
rarely offer counterexamples during grading. We hypothesize that counterexamples
alone are not sufficient for explaining the rationale behind assigning partial credit—
they do not provide enough information about the type of a mistake or the root of the
student’s misconception. Our techniques for generating feedback build on the work of
grading automata constructions presented in Alur et al. [2013]. The three hint types
are presented next:
—Problem Syntactic Mistake: Solution accepts a different, related language. In this
type of mistake, the student DFA accepts a language that has a description that is
syntactically close but not equal to the correct one. The corresponding feedback is an
English description of the language computed by student DFA. An example is the
feedback for the first-attempt DFA in Figure 1:
Your solution accepts the following set of strings: {s | ‘ba’ appears in s at least twice.}
Similar to counterexamples, these hints point out what is wrong (type 2).
—Problem Semantic Mistake: Solution fails to accept some strings. In this type of
mistake, the student DFA is correct on many inputs but not all the them. The
corresponding feedback is an English description of a subset of misclassified strings.
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Fig. 1. When solving DFA constructions, a student provides an attempt solution for the target language.
The student receives personalized feedback and keeps refining the solution until finding a correct one.

For example, a possible feedback for the first-attempt DFA in Figure 1 would be:
Your DFA is incorrect on the following set of strings: {s | ‘ba’ appears in s
more than twice.}
This feedback is a generalization of a particular counterexample—by presenting a
description of a set of incorrect strings, we hypothesize that students can think more
holistically about the behavior of their DFA. These hints again point out what is
wrong (type 2).
—Solution Syntactic Mistake: DFA has some structural errors. In this type of mistake,
the student DFA is syntactically close but not equal to a correct DFA. This means
that a small number of structural changes (e.g., changing a transition or adding or
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 22, No. 2, Article 9, Publication date: March 2015.
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removing a state) can transform the DFA into a correct solution. The corresponding
feedback is an English description of what states and transitions of the DFA should
be changed to “fix” it. An example is the feedback of the second-attempt DFA in
Figure 1:
You need to change the acceptance condition of one state.
This type of hint suggests a strategy for addressing an error (type 3).
3.4. An Example Student Session

We will now describe a typical session of a student solving a DFA construction problem
in our setting: the student, given an English description of a regular language, draws a
solution attempt and receives the corresponding feedback. After receiving the feedback,
the student can modify the solution and submit again. This iterative cycle continues
until the student submits a correct DFA. An example of this interaction is shown in
Figure 1. For this particular example, we illustrate the new type of feedback introduced
in this article. However, the interaction is the same for different types of feedback
provided by the tool.
The problem description. The tool shows an English description of the language for
which the student has to construct the corresponding DFA. Here the student is asked
to draw a DFA that accepts all strings containing the substring  ba exactly twice.
A first solution. The student draws a first-attempt DFA that she believes accepts
the target language. The student can draw and erase parts of the DFA and hit submit
when satisfied with the attempt.
Personalized feedback. The submitted solution is compared against the problem specification, producing a personalized feedback. In this case, the feedback alerts the student that her solution accepts a different but related language of strings containing the
substring  ba at least twice (instead of exactly twice—a Problem Syntactic Mistake). As
we will describe later, this feedback is produced using formal methods algorithms. The
feedback is shown to the student, suggesting that the problem has been misunderstood.
A revised solution. The student can now revise the solution according to the feedback
and add two extra states to deal with the case where the input string contains more
than two occurrences of  ba . The new attempt is submitted.
Personalized feedback. The second student attempt is very close to a correct solution
but misses a final state (a Solution Syntactic Mistake). The corresponding feedback
message is shown to the student.
Correct solution. Finally, the student draws a correct DFA and after submitting
receives a confirmation that the problem has been solved.
3.5. Generalizing Counterexamples and Hints to Other Domains

Although it is clear that a binary feedback is applicable to many domains besides
automata constructions, in this section we show how counterexamples and descriptive
hints generalize to other settings. Table I shows some examples.
The feedback for a problem syntactic mistake, which in our case is an English description of the language accepted by the student DFA, points out what is wrong by
characterizing what problem the student solved instead of the specified one.
The feedback for a problem semantic mistake, for which our hint is an English
description of misclassified strings, points out what is wrong by describing the inputs
on which the solution is incorrect. Counterexamples fall under this category and are
in general easy to produce; however, we have a hypothesis that going beyond a single
counterexample to sets of misclassified inputs is useful. For example, when looking at
Table I, in the case of geometric constructions, telling the student that the solution is
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Table I. Types of Feedback in Domains beyond Automata Constructions
Problem Syntactic Mistake
Regular expressions
Geometric constructions
Algebra problems
Programming
Problem Semantic Mistake
Regular expressions
Geometric construction
Algebra problems
Programming
Solution Syntactic Mistake
Regular expressions
Geometric construction
Algebra problems
Programming
Counterexample
Regular expressions
Geometric construction
Algebra problems
Programming

Your solution accepts ab∗ instead of (ab)∗ .
You might have missed that the angles have to be identical.
You might have missed the minus in front of the x.
The description required the list to be in descending order.
Your solution is incorrect on all strings of even length.
Your solution is incorrect when AB and CD are parallel.
Your solution is incorrect when x > 0.
Your solution is incorrect on lists containing a negative numbers.
If you replace a ∗ with a +, your solution will be correct.
The angle ABC is not equal to the angle BCD.
You didn’t flip the sign of y when changing the side of the <.
The inequality in the for-loop should be strict.
Your solution is incorrect on the empty string.
Your solution is incorrect on the rectangle shown in the figure.
Your solution is incorrect on the value x = 0.
Your solution is incorrect on the empty list.

incorrect when two segments are parallel is more informative than showing a particular
rectangle as a counterexample.
The feedback for a solution syntactic mistake, which in our case is a hint on how to
fix the DFA, explains what steps are necessary to remedy the error. However, the steps
are not a recipe—they tell the student where to look rather than what to do exactly.
Although problem syntactic and problem semantic mistakes might have similar
characteristics, they refer to two different types issues with the student solution. The
former captures the case in which the student misunderstood the problem and solved a
variation of it, whereas the latter captures the case in which the student misclassified
a few “corner cases.” If we look again at Table I, in the case of algebra problems, if the
student missed a sign in the problem description, it is more helpful to point the student
to the problem description rather than provide incorrect inputs.
In summary, counterexamples and feedback for problem syntactic and semantic
mistakes are similar in that they focus on the notion of pointing out what is wrong. The
feedback for solution syntactic mistakes is quite different because it focuses on how to
change the solution.
We believe that by using our mistake classification, one can create a general guideline
for designing feedback systems. In particular, for each type of mistake, one needs to
provide the following two components:
(1) A technique that given a solution identifies whether it contains this particular type
of mistake
(2) A technique that given a representation of the mistake produces a hint in English.
For example, Singh et al. [2013] show how to develop these two components for solution
syntactic mistakes (but not for problem syntactic/semantic mistakes) in the context of
introductory programming assignments. Their technique first finds small edits that can
transform the student solution into a correct program and then prompts the student
with a hint on how to find such a set of edits.
ACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 22, No. 2, Article 9, Publication date: March 2015.
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4. IMPLEMENTING FEEDBACK FOR DFA CONSTRUCTIONS
4.1. Background on DFAs

A DFA over an alphabet  is a tuple A = (Q, q0 , δ, F), where Q is a finite set of states,
q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, δ : Q ×  → Q is the transition function, and F ⊆ Q is
the set of accepting states. Given q, q ∈ Q and a ∈ , if δ(q, a) = q , we say that A
has a transition t = (q, a, q ) and call q the source state of t, a the label of t, and q
the target state of t. We define the transitive closure of δ as, for all a ∈ , s ∈  ∗ ,
δ ∗ (q, as) = δ ∗ (q , s), if δ(q, a) = q , and δ ∗ (q, ε) = q. The language accepted by A is
L(A) = {s | δ ∗ (q0 , s) ∈ F}. For example, the first DFA in Figure 1 accepts the language
of strings over the alphabet {a, b} in which the string ab appears at least twice as a
substring.
4.2. Binary Feedback and Counterexamples

Using DFA closure properties, one can check whether the student solution is equivalent
to the target DFA and produce the corresponding binary feedback. If the two DFAs
are not equivalent, one can compute a DFA accepting their symmetric difference and
produce a counterexample by finding a string accepted by such a DFA. Binary feedback
and counterexamples are the two state-of-the-art techniques for providing feedback for
DFA constructions and are found in many existing tools [Rodger and Finley 2006].
4.3. Descriptive Hints

In this section, we briefly recall the techniques introduced in Alur et al. [2013] for
grading DFA constructions and show how they can be used to generate the three
previously described types of hint feedback. Given a target language LT and a student
DFA As , grading the student solution corresponds to finding a metric that tells us how
far As is from a LT . In Alur et al. [2013], the authors identify three classes of mistakes
and investigate three approaches that try to address each class. The following list
summarizes the three techniques used to compute the grade and the corresponding
feedback from the previous section:
—Problem Syntactic Mistake. The student gives a solution for a different language for
which the description is syntactically close to the description of LT .
Technique: Synthesize a logic description of As and LT and use tree edit distance
[Gao et al. 2010] to compute the difference between two formulas.
Feedback: Use logic description of As to produce an English description of As .
—Problem Semantic Mistake. The solution is wrong on a small fraction of strings.
Technique: Use regular language density to compute the size of the difference LD
between LT and L(As ) when viewed as sets.
Feedback: English description of the set LD of misclassified strings, or English
description of a subset LD ⊆ LD of misclassified strings, or counterexample.
—Solution Syntactic Mistake. The student DFA is syntactically close to a correct one.
Technique: Use notion of DFA edit distance to capture the smallest number of edits
(edit script) necessary to transform As into a correct DFA
Feedback: In addition, use the edit script tell the student how to fix As .
Next, we formally describe the metrics used for each type of mistake and how each
feedback is computed.
Background on MOSEL In the following, we refer to the logic MOSEL introduced in
Alur et al. [2013] without formally defining it. Informally, MOSEL predicates can describe
all (and only) regular languages. The logic contains many high-level constructs that
make MOSEL predicates succinct, human readable, and very close to natural English
descriptions of the regular language. For example, the language Twice ‘ba’ of Figure 1
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Fig. 2. Parse tree for φ = |indOf ‘a’|% 2 = 0.

is captured by the MOSEL predicate |indOf ‘ba’| = 2. This predicate can be read as the
size (| |) of the set of positions containing the string ‘ba’ (indOf ‘ba’) is 2. We illustrate
the main features of MOSEL through some examples of languages:
begWt ‘a’ ∧ |indOf ‘ab’|% 2 = 1. Strings that start with an a and have and odd number
of occurrences of the substring ab.
|indOf ‘a’| ≥ 2 ∨ |indOf ‘b’| ≥ 2. Strings that contain at least two a’s or at least two
b’s.
a@{x| |posLe x|% 2 = 1}. Strings where every odd position ({x| |posLe x|% 2 = 1}) is
labeled with an a.
begWt ‘ab’ ∧ |all|% 3 = 0. Strings that start with ab and with length not divisible by
3.
|indOf ‘ab’| = 2. Strings that contain the substring ab exactly twice.
|indOf ‘aa’| ≥ 1 ∧ endWt ‘ab’. Strings that contain the substring aa at least once and
end with ab.
In Alur et al. [2013], it is shown that given a MOSEL predicate ϕ, it is possible to
compute a DFA Aϕ accepting the language described by ϕ, and given a DFA A, it is possible to compute a MOSEL formula ϕ A describing the language accepted by A. However,
whereas the first operation is efficient in practice, the second one is shown to be slower.
4.3.1. Problem Syntactic Mistake. The following metric captures the case in which the
MOSEL description of the language L(As ) corresponding to the student DFA As is close
to the MOSEL description of the target language LT . This metric computes how syntactically close two MOSEL descriptions are. We consider MOSEL formulas as the ordered
trees induced by their parse trees. Figure 2 presents an example of a parse tree. Given
a MOSEL formula φ, let Tφ be its parse tree. Given two ordered trees t1 and t2 , their tree
edit distance TED(t1 , t2 ) is defined as the minimum number of edits that can transform
t1 into t2 . Given a tree t, an edit is one of the following operations:

—Relabel. Change the value of a node n.
—Node deletion. Given a node n with parent n , (1) remove n and (2) place the children
of n as children of n , inserting them in the “place” left by n.
—Node insertion. Given a node n, (1) replace a consecutive subsequence C of children
of n with a new node n and (2) let C be the children of n .
The distance TED can be computed using the algorithm in Gao et al. [2010]. The distance
between two formulas φ1 and φ2 is then defined as TED(Tφ1 , Tφ2 ). Finally, such

D(φ1 , φ2 )

distance is weighted to the size of the target formula WTED(φ1 , φ2 ) = D(φ|T1φ,φ|2 ) , where |T | is
2
the number of nodes of a tree T . In this way, for the same number of edits, fewer points
are deducted for languages with a bigger description.
The feedback corresponding to this kind of mistake is the English description of
the student DFA As . Such a description is computed in two steps. First, we use the
synthesis algorithm in Alur et al. [2013] to find a MOSEL formula φ As corresponding to
As . Next, we inductively produce an English description of the formula φ As . To avoid a
“robotic” English, we use deep pattern matching. Classical pattern matching consists
def
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of reading one node of the tree at a time in a top-down manner. On the other hand,
deep pattern matching consists of reading multiple adjacent nodes in a single step,
always in a top-down manner. This technique is often used in translations for natural
language processing [Maletti 2008].
def
For example, consider the formula φ = |indOf ‘ab’|% 2 = 1. The following are possible
rules for classical pattern matching of φ: (1) t(|φ  |% n = m) = when dividing by n the size
of t(φ  ) we obtain remainder m and (2) t(indOf ‘α’) = the set of ‘α’ in ‘s.’ A mechanical
translation of φ using the preceding rules would yield a description such as when
dividing by 2 the size of the set of occurrences of ‘ab’ in ‘s,’ we obtain remainder 1. Deep
pattern matching, on the other hand, would use the rule
t(|indOf ‘α’|% 2 = 1) = ‘s’ contains an odd number of ‘α’
and produce the description ‘s’ contains an odd number of ‘ab.’
Considering that for each language there exist infinitely many MOSEL formulas describing it, we set a time-out in the synthesis procedure and only consider the formulas
discovered in such a time span. We then output the formula describing L(As ) that
has smallest tree edit distance from the smallest formula describing LT . Using the
information in the tree edit script, we can also highlight the difference between the
descriptions of L(As ) and LT . An example of such a technique is shown in the first
feedback of Figure 1 where the words at least are highlighted.
4.3.2. Problem Semantic Mistake. The following metric captures the case in which the
DFA As behaves correctly on most inputs, by computing what percentage of the input
strings is correctly accepted/rejected by As . Given two languages L1 and L2 , their
density difference is defined as
DEN-DIF(L1 ,

def

|((L1 \ L2 ) ∪ (L2 \ L1 )) ∩  n|
,
n→+∞
max(|L2 ∩  n|, 1)

L2 ) = lim

where  n denotes the set of strings in  ∗ of length n. Informally, for every n, the
expression E(n) inside the limit computes the number of strings of length n that are
misclassified by L1 divided by the number of strings of length n in L2 . The max in
the denominator is used to avoid divisions by 0. Unfortunately, as shown in Alur et al.
[2013], the density difference is not always defined, as the limit may not exist; therefore,
in practice, this quantity is approximated to a finite value of n.
Similar notions of density have been proposed in the literature [Kozik 2005]. The
density DEN(L) of a regular language L over the alphabet  is defined as the limit
DEN(L)

def

|L ∩  n|
.
n→+∞
| n|

= lim

When this limit is defined, it is also computable [Bodirsky et al. 2004]. The conditional
language density DEN(L1 |L2 ) of a given language L1 in a given language L2 , such that
L1 ⊆ L2 , is the limit
DEN(L1 |L2 )

def

|L1 ∩  n|
.
n→+∞ |L2 ∩  n|

= lim

Again, there are languages for which these densities are not defined, but when they
are, they can also be computed [Kozik 2005]. These definitions have good theoretical
foundations, but unlike the metric presented in Alur et al. [2013], they are undefined
for most DFAs.
The feedback corresponding to this type of mistake aims at describing the set LD =
(L1 \ L2 ) ∪ (L2 \ L1 ) of misclassified strings. The feedback is produced using the same
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technique that we presented for the problem syntactic mistake. The algorithm for
computing the feedback proceeds as follows:
(1) Try to synthesize a MOSEL description φ of LD; if a description is found within
2 seconds, output the English description of φ; otherwise,
(2) try to synthesize a MOSEL description φ  of some subset of LD ⊆ LD; if a description
is found within 2 seconds, output the English description of φ  ; otherwise,
(3) output a counterexample α ∈ D.
This algorithm outputs the English description of the language difference LD. However,
when failing, the algorithm tries to first compute an underapproximation LD of LD, and
if it still fails, it simply outputs a counterexample.
The underapproximation φ  is computed using a similar synthesis technique as the
one in Alur et al. [2013]. The synthesis algorithm in Alur et al. [2013] simply enumerates all possible MOSEL predicates and checks for equivalence with the target language.
The enumeration is sped up using static techniques and approximate equivalence.
When looking for an underapproximation, instead of checking for equivalence, the
synthesis procedure will check for language containment. To speed up this procedure,
before checking for containment, each formula is tested on a set of negative examples
(not accepted by D) that are generated using the algorithm for approximate equivalence
shown in Section 2.4 of Alur et al. [2013].
Of all underapproximations generated in a given time-out, we output the English
description of the smallest one. Finally, if no formula is found, we simply output the
shortest counterexample.
4.3.3. Solution Syntactic Mistake. The following metric captures the case in which the
student DFA As is syntactically close to a correct one, by computing how many edits
are needed to transform As to make it accept the correct language LT . The following
notion of DFA edit difference is defined in Alur et al. [2013]. Given two DFAs A1 , A2 ,
the edit difference DFA-D(A1 , A2 ) is the minimum number of edits that can transform
A1 into some DFA A1 such that L(A1 ) = L(A2 ). Given a DFA A, an edit is one of the
following operations:

—Transition redirection. Given a state q and a symbol a ∈ , update δ(q, a) = q to
δ(q, a) = q where q = q .
—State insertion. Insert a new disconnected state q, with δ(q, a) = q for every a ∈ .
—State relabeling. Given a state q, add it or remove it from the set of final states.
Notice that since the final goal is to find a DFA that is language equivalent instead
of syntactic equivalent to A2 , the operation of node deletion is not necessary for two
automata to always admit a finite edit difference. For example, a DFA A1 may be
language equivalent to a DFA A2 , but it may contain an extra state that is unreachable.
To take into consideration the severity of a mistake based on the difficulty of the
problem, one can use the weighted metric
def DFA-D(A1 ,

A2 )
,
k+ t
where k and t respectively are the number of states and transitions of A2 . A similar
distance notion is graph edit distance [Bille 2005]. However, this metric does not take
into account the language accepted by the DFA.
In this case, the corresponding feedback is a hint that uses the edit script to help the
student to fix the DFA. An edit script produces the following outputs:
WDFA-D(A1 ,

A2 ) =

n state insertions. “You need to add n states.”
1 state relabeling. “You need to change the acceptance condition of one state.”
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n > 1 state relabelings. “You need to change the set of final states.”
transition redirection. For each state q such that there exists a transition redirection
from q, output “Check the transitions out of state q.”
It might happen that there exist more than one minimal edit script for a particular
DFA. When this is the case, our enumeration technique simply prompts the student
with the description of the first edit script encountered in the search.
4.3.4. Selecting the Feedback. The aforementioned approaches need to be combined
to compute the final feedback. The first decision to take into account is How much
feedback do we want to provide? Since we do not want the student to be overwhelmed
by the amount of feedback, we decide to only output one feedback statement. The next
question is Which statement do we pick? Again, we decide to opt for Occam’s razor and
select the statement corresponding to the metric that captures the highest similarity
between the student DFAs and the solution. The intuition behind this choice is that
such a metric identifies the simplest explanation of the student’s mistake. In few
instances, this approach will cause the tool to output a feedback that is not necessarily
the most natural one.
5. EVALUATION

Our evaluation of feedback has two major goals: (1) to determine if feedback can
improve how students learn DFA constructions and (2) to identify particular strengths
and shortcomings of different feedback types. We compare the following three types of
feedback:
—Binary feedback. Shows if the solution is correct or not.
—Counterexample. Shows if the solution is correct or not and in the latter case provides
a counterexample.
—Hints. Shows if the solution is correct or not and in the latter case shows different
kinds of descriptive hints based on the type of mistake.
Binary feedback acts as a baseline for our study; counterexamples are used by other
tools (e.g., JFLAP) [Rodger and Finley 2006], but the effectiveness has not been evaluated; and hints are novel to our work.
5.1. Participants

We recruited 377 students attending two undergraduate introductory theory of computation courses at two large universities in the United States. The students ages ranged
from 18 to 22 years; 309 were male, and 68 were female.
5.2. Method

All participants used the tool Web site as part of a 1 week long homework assignment.
The homework was divided into two parts3 :
—Part A. This was a set containing the following four problems that students could
attempt as many times as they wish and in the order they prefer while receiving
feedback on incorrect solutions:
A1. {s|the number of a’s in s is not divisible by 3}
A2. {s|s contains exactly two occurrences of ‘ba’}
A3. {s|s contains at least 2 a’s or at most 2 b’s}
A4. {s|s does not end with ‘b’ if it starts with ‘a’}
3 The

questions reflect prior questions assigned in past offerings of the course.
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Fig. 3. Concrete example from survey on feedback preference.

—Part B. A single DFA construction for which each student has only one attempt. It
contained the following problem:
B.{s|s contains at least 2 a’s and it ends with ‘ab’}
Participants in this between-subjects experiment were randomly assigned to one of
three feedback conditions, in which they either receive Binary feedback, Counterexamples, or Hints (which may include counterexamples). Feedback was shown for problems
in part A, as well as for 18 practice problems that were available in the system but
were not included in the homework assignment.
After submitting the problem set, participants also completed an online survey that
collects data about the quality of the interface, the usability of the tool, and the effectiveness of the feedback received. Participants in the Hint condition also received an
additional survey that presents two concrete examples of incorrect DFAs with counterexample and hint feedback (like the one shown in Figure 3). The survey elicited
feedback preference as well as a rationale for their choice. We distributed these questions only to the students in the Hint condition since they saw both kinds of feedback
during their homework.
5.3. Measures

Our dependent variables aim to capture student performance and learning over the
course of the assignment. Our problem-specific analysis measures performance of the
entire cohort for particular problems. We also perform a submission-specific analysis that groups students who submitted a common incorrect solution to a particular
problem and traces their ultimate outcomes.
5.3.1. Problem-Specific Analysis. For each feedback group, we measure

—number of attempts before solving part A problems;
—time taken after the first submission until a problem in part A is solved;
—improvement in grade4 for part A problems after the initial feedback is received;
—the average final grade on part B of the homework; and
—the number of students giving up before solving a homework or practice problem.
5.3.2. Submission-Specific Analysis. Let a popular solution be an incorrect DFA construction that has been drawn by more than 20 students. For each popular solution P, we
call SiP the set of immediately subsequent student attempts (the solutions drawn right
after receiving the feedback) from group i. For each popular solution P and for each
group i, we measure
4 The

grades we consider are those generated by the technique proposed in Alur et al. [2013].
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—average grade in SiP ;
—percentage of students giving up in SiP (students leaving the homework page); and
—percentage of correct solutions in SiP .
5.3.3. Surveys. For the posttest survey, we use Likert scales to measure participant
perception if the feedback is overall useful; if it is helpful in understanding mistakes;
if it is helpful for getting to the correct DFA; and, conversely, if the feedback is confusing. In addition, we measure whether students in the hint feedback group prefer the
counterexample feedback or the hint feedback.
5.4. Hypotheses

We have the following expected outcomes:
—H1: Attempts. In multiple-submission problems (part A), students in the Binary
condition will need more attempts than students in Counterexample or Hints, and
students in Counterexample will need more attempts than students in Hints.
—H2: Time. In multiple-submission problems (part A), students in the Binary condition
will need more time than students in Counterexample or Hints.
—H3: Grade Improvement. In multiple-submission problems (part A), students in the
Binary condition will improve less after receiving feedback than students in Counterexample or Hints.
—H4: Single-Submission Grade. In the single-submission problem (part B), students
in the Binary condition will receive lower scores than students in Counterexample or
Hints.
—H5: Drop-Outs. Students in the Binary condition will abandon more problems before
correctly solving them than students in Counterexample or Hints.
—H6: Preference. Students will prefer hint feedback to counterexample feedback, and
both to binary feedback.
—H7 Specificity. There will be cases in which the counterexample-based feedback will
be considerably more effective than the hint feedback and vice versa.
5.5. Results

In aggregate, after removing the cases in which students solved a problem in a single
attempt (and received no feedback), students submitted 3,085 solution attempts for
the four problems in part A (an average of 3.53 per student per problem). Students
performed well overall, receiving an average grade of 9.78/10 points for the homework.
Surprisingly, many students also attempted additional, unscored practice problems:
we received 4,209 such submissions by 293 students.
5.5.1. Attempts. Students took a mean of 3.3 attempts to correctly solve a problem in
Binary, 3.7 in Counterexample, and 3.5 in Hint (Figure 4, top). Using a two-way ANOVA
with problem and feedback type as independent variables, we find a significant main
effect for problem (F(3,862) = 14.57, p < 0.001) but not for feedback type. We did not
find a significant interaction effect. Therefore, H1 is not supported.
5.5.2. Time. Students were slower in the Binary condition (mean: 394 seconds) than
in Hint (mean: 264 seconds) and Counterexample (mean: 245 seconds) (Figure 4, middle). Using a two-way ANOVA, we find significant main effects for feedback type
(F(2,820) = 4.17, p < 0.05) and problem (F(3,820) = 12.71, p < 0.001). We did not find
a significant interaction effect. Pairwise comparisons with Welch two sample t-tests
show a significant difference between Binary and Counterexample (t(401.9) = 2.26,
p < 0.05) and between Binary and Hint (t(364.4) = 2.04, p < 0.05), but not between
Counterexample and Hint. H2 is supported—Binary is significantly slower.
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Fig. 4. Quantitative data for number of attempts, time taken, and grade improvement in our study. Error
bars show 95% confidence interval.

5.5.3. Grade Improvement. Figure 4 (bottom) shows student grade improvement after
a first incorrect submission. Students had a mean grade improvement of 2.28 points
after a first incorrect submission in Binary, 2.56 points in Counterexample, and 2.49
points in Hint. Using a two-way ANOVA, we find a significant main effect for problem
(F(3,853) = 30.64, p < 0.001) but not for feedback type. We did not find a significant
interaction effect. H3 is thus not supported.
5.5.4. Single-Submission Grade. Almost all students received perfect scores on part B
(means: 9.67, 9.71, and 9.67 out of 10). This question was likely too easy, or students
achieved mastery in part A. H4 is not supported.
5.5.5. Drop-Outs. Although almost all students successfully completed all assigned
homework problems, we observed interesting differences in their perseverance on practice problems. In the Binary condition, students gave up on 44% of attempted practice
problems without solving them successfully, whereas they gave up on only 27% of problems in Counterexample and 33% in Hint. The difference between Binary and any of
the other two feedback types is significant (X2 (2, N = 2246) = 48.43, p < 0.001). So
students persevere more when provided with richer feedback, and H5 is supported.
5.5.6. Preference. Posttest surveys were submitted by 122 students (33 from the Binary condition, 46 from Counterexample, and 43 from Feedback). Respondents found
binary feedback less useful than other feedback. The median usefulness of feedback
on a five-point Likert scale was Md = 3 (neutral) for Binary, 5 (strongly agree) for
Counterexample, and 4 for Hint. Although Likert data is best understood as ordinal,
we also show means in Figure 5. We found a significant effect of condition for pairs
Binary and Counterexample (Wilcoxon rank-sum Z = −4.49, p < 0.001) and Binary
and Hint (Z = −3.62, p < 0.001), but not Counterexample and Hint.
Students found counterexamples most helpful for understanding mistakes (Md = 4),
followed by hints (Md = 4) and then binary (Md = 2) feedback. We found significant
effects of condition for pairs Binary–Counterexample (Z = −6.15, p < 0.001) and
Binary–Hint (Z = −5.43, p < 0.001) and Counterexample–Hint (Z = 2.05, p = 0.04).
Students found binary feedback less helpful for understanding how to correct their
DFA (Md = 2) compared to Md = 4 for Counterexample and Md = 4 for Hint. We
found a significant effect of condition for pairs Binary–Counterexample (Z = −5.08,
p < 0.001) and Binary–Hint (Z = −4.85, p < 0.001).
Finally, students found binary feedback most confusing (Md = 3), and hints (Md =
2) more confusing than counterexamples (Md = 2). We found significant effects of
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Fig. 5. Likert scale ratings from the posttest survey.

condition for pairs Binary–Counterexample (Z = 4.61, p < 0.001), Binary–Hint (Z =
2.44, p < 0.05), and Counterexample–Hint (Z = −2.82, p < 0.01).
Twelve additional participants from the hint feedback group responded to our questions about preference between counterexamples and hints. The results were evenly
split: 5 preferred counterexamples, 5 preferred hints, and 2 were undecided.
In aggregate, the quantitative survey responses show that binary feedback is least
preferred along all dimensions, but that hints are not preferred over counterexamples.
Therefore, H6 is only partially supported.
Submission-specific analysis. Figure 6 shows two representative examples of the
analyses we performed on particular problems. The example at the top shows a case
in which the hint feedback performs better than the counterexample one, whereas the
example on the right shows the opposite situation. For each group, the figure shows
the percentage of give-ups (students leaving the page), the percentage of full score
submissions, and the average score in the immediately subsequent submission.
In the instance at the top, we can see how students who receive the hint feedback
when submitting a new attempt are less likely to give up (4% with hint feedback vs.
22% and 10% with binary and counterexample feedback, respectively), receive better
scores, and are more likely to find the correct DFA (5% more correct solutions than
with binary and counterexample and feedback).
On the other hand, in the instance at the bottom of the figure, we can see how students who receive the counterexample feedback when submitting a new attempt are
less likely to give up (9% with counterexample feedback vs. 21% and 27% with binary
and hint feedback, respectively), receive better scores (average score of 9 with counterexample feedback vs. 6.32 and 6.62 with binary and hint feedback, respectively),
and are more likely to find the correct DFA (12% more correct solutions than with
hint feedback and 18% more correct solutions than with binary feedback). Thus, different feedback strategies appear to work for different problems, which we interpret
as support for H7. We attempt to characterize this difference through our analysis of
qualitative survey results.
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Fig. 6. Two examples demonstrate that hints and counterexamples are useful for different types of problems.

Qualitative results. In open-ended questions, we elicited reasons why students liked
or disliked the feedback they received. Few students in the binary feedback condition
responded.
For counterexample students, the main perceived benefit was that the counterexample served as a specific test case that they could examine step-by-step in their DFA:
“I could trace the path of the string which was mentioned in the feedback on my DFA
and correct it”; this was sufficient for some students, as it “pretty much diagnosed the
problem in the DFA perfectly.” However, several students wished for multiple strings
to diagnose bigger problems.
Students who saw hints appreciated that they received “a general idea of what was
wrong,” which “provided a launching point to think about the problem differently.” In
particular, it was helpful to see a characterization of the incorrect solution that they
provided in the language of the problem statement: “I liked when it told me what
my DFA did instead of what I thought it did.” However, at times the generated hints
confused students because they were either too vague or too complicated: “Sometimes
the languages described were so confusing and convoluted that I couldn’t draw any
connections from them.”
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In the additional questions sent to Hint participants, we explicitly asked for a comparison between counterexamples and other types of hints. Students noted that a counterexample may be more concrete than a hint: “It proves indisputably that the [student’s
DFA] is wrong.” In comparison, hints offered “a clearer explanation than [counterexamples]” and “explain the broader problem” by offer information “about the specific
mistake that you are making.” By staying on a conceptual level, hints leave students
with more work to translate the type of problem into concrete solution steps. Some
students disliked this aspect—“By keeping it on the bigger scale, it’s harder to target the
state that’s causing the problem”; whereas others appreciated that they had to reason
through the problem: “While [a hint] is more ambiguous and difficult to interpret, it
does a better job of guiding you towards the solution rather than just giving it away.”
5.6. Deployment in the Wild

After our study concluded, an instructor of a discrete mathematics course in Iceland
asked us to use AutomataTutor. Using the lessons learned from our user study, we
improved the tool’s hint feedback. In particular, during our study, we observed that in
some cases the tool provided overly complex hints, such as:
—Your solution accepts the following set of strings:{s | if s ends with an a, the symbol
before the last symbol is a b}.
—Check the transitions out of states 2 and 4, and you need to change the acceptance
condition of one state.
After manually inspecting numerous hints, we defined a hint to be too complex if
—it contains an English description with a parse tree that contains more than seven
nodes, or
—it is an edit script proposing more than two edits to the student DFA.
We revised the tool to simply output a counterexample whenever a hint was too complex.
As part of the course, students were given an optional homework assignment in
AutomataTutor where they were required to solve eight DFA construction problems.
Each student had unlimited number of attempts to solve each problem, and the final
grade for the assignment was the sum of the maximum score on each of the eight
problems. All students were given the upgraded hint feedback.
The course had 252 students, and 204 completed the homework. A total of 10,710
attempts were submitted, and 8,166 were incorrect solutions for which the student
received feedback. On average, each student required five incorrect solutions before
solving each problem. The professor reported that in the subsequent two optional
homework assignments, only 136 and 120 students, respectively, completed the assignments. The homework was pen-and-paper assignments and did not involve the use of
AutomataTutor.
The students were asked to complete the same posttest survey that we used for our
main experiment, and 35 students completed it. The feedback was overall considered
useful, not confusing, and helped students understand their mistakes. The values of
the survey data were in line with those observed for counterexample feedback in our
main study.
Question
Feedback is useful overall
Feedback is helpful for understanding feedback
Feedback is helpful for getting to correct DFA
Feedback is confusing

Mean
4.40
4.31
4.34
2.09

Median
5
5
5
2

Std. Error
0.16
0.15
0.15
0.18
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In the open-ended questions, students showed great enthusiasm for the tool, and
when asked what they liked about the feedback, they explicitly mentioned both counterexamples and hints. Only a couple of students found the feedback at times verbose
and believed that it was too informative, almost giving away the solution. Students
appreciated the overall value of the tool for learning the concepts (“I didn’t understand
Automata when I started these exercises. I do now. Hands on experience like this is way
way better than my Discreet Math textbook and/or any lectures.”)
In fall 2014, AutomataTutor was used during undergraduate-level courses at the
University of Pennsylvania, the École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, and the
University of California at San Diego.
6. DISCUSSION

The quantitative results show that, on average, students receiving feedback are able
to solve DFA constructions 35% faster than their nonfeedback peers. We were not able
to show that students receiving feedback need fewer attempts to solve a problem, and
we believe that this is because students who do not receive feedback need to spend
more time thinking about the problem without necessarily querying the tool. In terms
of scoring, we did not observe significant differences among different groups, and we
believe that this is partially because the homework problems were not hard. One of
the most interesting results of the quantitative analysis is that students with feedback
are much less likely to give up on a practice problem than students who do not receive
feedback. This shows how feedback causes students to be more engaged in learning
DFA concepts.
The general outcome of the quantitative analysis is that both counterexample and
hint feedback help students learning DFA construction faster and with more perseverance than without feedback.
Overall, counter examples slightly outperform feedback comprised of hints; however,
we can observe that both types of feedback are useful in practice for different types of
problems (see Figure 6). In particular, in some cases, the hint feedback is able to help
the students clearly identify their mistake.
Both surveys confirm how counterexample and hint feedback are appreciated by
students. An interesting result from the survey is how students are split evenly when
asked which feedback they prefer. This result together with that of Figure 6 reinforces our hypothesis that both types of feedback are useful, and perhaps, for the same
problem, different students learn better with different types of feedback.
We can also observe that counterexample feedback is a more robust technique and
that hint feedback might be confusing in some cases. We believe that the confusion
in the hint feedback is mainly because this was a first implementation and, despite
the fact that the tool was tested intensively before our experiment, the deployment
to hundreds of students with thousands of submissions exercised corner cases that
we had not anticipated previously. The posttest survey of our deployment in the wild
shows that we were able to identify and address most of these sources of confusion.
We also observed that some types of hints are easier to understand than others. We
thus far focused on developing techniques that can generate such hints in the first
place, but we have not yet systematically investigated what kind of hints are readily
understood and what kind of hints might be confusing (and why). Although we have
taken a first step at iteratively improving our hints, a more detailed study of hint types
would be valuable future work.
Instructor’s perspective. We summarize the key (subjective) observations by the three
instructors who have taught theory of computation courses multiple times before and
have used our tutoring software for the experiment and subsequent deployment deACM Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, Vol. 22, No. 2, Article 9, Publication date: March 2015.
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scribed in this article. First, although students did not use interactive tools such as
JFLAP in earlier years despite encouragement, the requirement that the homework
had to be submitted using the tutoring tool ensured students’ participation. Once students started interacting with the software, they were very much engaged with the
course material. This positive experience during the first week of the course is extremely valuable for pedagogical reasons. Second, providing even the basic binary (correct vs. incorrect) feedback seems valuable. The average number of practice problems
(not required for the homework) solved by the students is surprisingly high. Third,
based on personal conversations with the students, they seemed to appreciate both
the counterexamples and hints. A valuable side effect was that several (academically
stronger) students wanted to know how the feedback was computed, contributing to
their increased interest in the course. Fourth, the average grade on the homework
turned out to be above 9.7 (out of 10) for all three groups. The average grade on similar
homework in the previous year was 8.1 out of 10. Finally, the teaching assistants were
very happy that the tool did the grading for them. One concern about the feedback
tool is that a confusing feedback should be avoided, and this should be fixed in the
future revision of the tool. In summary, all instructors agreed that the tool adds value
to teaching and that they will use it in future offerings of the course.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article studies the effectiveness of feedback in the process of learning DFA constructions. We analyze two state-of-the-art techniques—binary and counterexamplebased feedback—and our new hint feedback system introduced in this work. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study on effectiveness of any kind of feedback in DFA
constructions. Based on our results, we are able to conclude that both counterexamplebased feedback and hint feedback are more effective than binary feedback in students’
learning process. Moreover, when looking at individual problems, we can observe how
both techniques have their benefits. This was the first run of the feedback tool, and
we believe that we now know how to better combine the features of counterexample
and hint feedback to improve learning and avoid student confusion. In particular, the
main sources of confusion were long language descriptions and badly worded hints on
how to fix DFAs. Long descriptions can be replaced by counterexamples, whereas the
wording of the hints can be improved. We applied these changes, and based on student
feedback we observed that the upgraded tool is generally liked by its users. Moreover,
the tool is being used to teach finite automata in many institutes in both Europe and
the United States.
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